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Happy 1 month anniversary since the S&P 500’s all time highs!  Can you believe that

was only one month ago?  It seems like we’ve been talking about quarantines and

toilet paper for months.  Oh wait, it’s only been days??  This is going to be a long

shut-in…

As of my writing this, the S&P 500 is down 30% from its highs.  Some indices are

down 38% from their highs, like the Russell 2000 that tracks small-cap stocks. 

Even corporate bonds and gold are down in March.  It seems that regardless of

quality, investors are dumping everything in a panic that the coronavirus will cause

the next global great depression.

Is the selling overdone or is the herd right – we should all sell everything no matter

the price and hunker down for a global depression?

This is a unique crisis, no doubt about it.  We’ve never experienced this kind

disruption in businesses before.  It can feel scary not knowing how bad it could truly

get.  But every crisis is unique.  In 2008, it felt as though the entire financial system

was going to collapse and we wouldn’t even have currency anymore.  Toward the

lows of 2008 and 2009, people were literally cashing out their 401(k)s, giving up

40% of it in taxes and penalties AFTER riding the market down 30-50%, and buying

physical gold bars.  I’m not kidding.

What happened next?  The S&P 500 rallied 400% over the next decade.

Think of the stock market like a store.  When do you want to go shopping at a store? 

When everything is on sale!  The S&P 500 is already down 30% from its highs.  That

puts its P/E ratio (a measure of valuation) at 13.6.  Stocks haven’t been this

discounted since 2013 and 2009:

And historically speaking, when stocks are at this P/E level, the next 5 years has

averaged a 10% annualized return for the S&P 500:

Could stocks go lower from here?  Absolutely.  Look at the left side of the chart

above.  At this P/E level, the 1-year returns were all over the map (literally).  But look

at the right side of the chart.  The dots are much more clustered together, showing

that the S&P 500 over the next 5 years has almost always had a positive return.

“But stocks might fall more,” I hear a lot of folks saying.  Yes, they certainly could.  In

2008, they did fall further after the initial shock lower.  Let’s see what happened

then:

If you would have invested after the first 30% of loss, you would have been rewarded

by another 25% of loss after that.  Ouch.  But was October 2008 a bad time to

invest?  I’d argue no!  You were back to break-even in 7 months and then

participating in gains after that.  Would it have been better to invest at the very low

in March?  Yes but, I don’t know anyone who actually did.  Why?  Because the news

was bad.  ALL BAD.  Front-page headlines read, “Worst Crisis Since the ’30s, With No

End Yet in Sight;” “Markets in Disarray as Lending Locks Up;” and “For Stocks, It’s

the Worst Single-Day Drop in Two Decades.”  But unbeknownst to anyone at the

time, that was the perfect time to buy. 

“This time” is always different.  But reacting to what might happen and letting

emotions guide investment decisions isn’t a good strategy.  My recommendation is to

stick with the plan you created when emotion wasn’t involved, and if you have cash

and 5+ years to invest it, it might be a good time to start putting it to work.

-Victoria Bogner, CFP®, CFA, AIF®
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